TEST DE EVALUACIÓN UNIT “LEISURE TIME”
1. Put a tick on the passive sentences.
a. They served chicken with boiling rice.
b. A new film is being shot.
c. Edison received a patent for his phonograph.
d. His pictures have been shown in America.
e. Who invented the kinematograph?.
f. They can be seen if you look into a box.
g. The pictures are projected onto a wall.
h. That never happened in reality.

2. Write the instructions for making a Spanish omelette. Use the passive voice.
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3. Complete the text with the correct tense of the verbs in brackets . Use the active or passive
voice.
a. By 1890 they (develop) -------------------------- the kinetogragh.
b. They (give) ----------------------- their private show in March 1895.
c. The cinematographe (invent) ------------------------------------ by the Loumière Brothers.
d. The film (release) ----------------------------------------- next May.
e. 1895 (consider) --------------------------------------------- the date of birth of the cinema.
f. The film (recently, adapt) -------------------------------------------- from a novel.
4. Complete the sentences with the phrasal verb “take” in the correct tense.
a. She ------------ ------------ her father. She has the same eyes.
b. The plane will ------------- ----------- in five minutes.
c. John has ----------- ----------- playing the guitar.
d. The secretary ----------- ----------- everything he said.
e. We have decided to ----------- ------ a new assistant for our shop.
f. When he entered the room he --------- -------- his hat.
5. Rewrite the sentences using the passive construction “to have something done”.
a. I won’t do the gardening anymore. I ----------------------------------------------------------. .
b. He doesn’t clean the house. He ---------------------------------------------------------------.
c. I didn’t make my bed. I ---------------------------------------------------------------------------.
d. They haven’t painted the room. They --------------------------------------------------------.

6. Classify these words according to their ending sound.

sliced
added

tasted
filled

salted
cooked

grilled
fried

SOLUTIONS.
Exercise 1. b / d / f / g
Exercise 2. (suggested answers)
a. The potatoes and onions are peeled.
b. The onions are chopped.
c. The potatoes are sliced.
d. The eggs are beaten.
e. The potatoes and the onions are fried in a pan.
f. The fried potatoes and the beaten eggs are mixed well.
g. Some salt is added to the mixture.
h. The mixture is fried in very little oil for 3 to 4 minutes.
i. When it is done on one side, it’s turned over a plate.
j. It is fried on the other side
Exercise 3.
a. had developed.
b. gave.
c. was invented.
d. will be released.
e. was considered.
f. has recently been adapted.
Exercise 4.
a. takes after.
b. take off.
c. taken on.
d. took down.
e. take on.
f. took off.
Exercise 5.
a. I will have it done.
b. He has it cleaned.
c. I had it made.
d. They have had it painted.
Exercise 6.
(t) sliced, cooked
(d) grilled, fried, filled
(id) salted, added, tasted

